Customer Quotes
“The design work done by your Cyclect team for the 2008 Formula 1 SingTel Singapore
was very good. For 2009, not only did they adapt, modify and alter the existing electrical
services to suit the infrastructure for this year’s build, they also managed to complete the
circuit planning and bring the project to completion all within a very tight timeline amidst
many last minute add-on requests. Despite many challenges, Cyclect was able to wire up
by the beginning of the race week.”
- Colin Syn, Deputy Chairman, Singapore GP Pte Ltd

“Cyclect did a very good job performing to the contact work scope and also did a
commendable job in performing extra tasks over and above the original project scope.
Our goal was to turn power off on 1 March 2010 and you hit the target date. The
commissioning people could proceed per the project schedule. If I was asked if Cyclect
could do another fast track project, I would definitely say “YES””
- Keith Thomas, 3M Designated Rep

“Your sacrifices and supports given during the night, the recovery activities of the last two
days and many follow up activities were surely noticed and appreciated. The speed and
quality of recovery was really impressive.”
- Jeffrey Liang Kum Fook, Manager, AMK Site Facilities

“On behalf of United Microelectronics Corporation (Singapore Branch), we would like to
take this opportunity to offer our sincere thanks to all your staff associated with UMC
Module B project. We are satisfied with their performance, response to our high
expectations, efficiency and quality by which the work has been accomplished.”
- Tan Hwa Nan, Director, Facilities Operations and Construction, UMC

“Cyclect did a very good job performing to the contract work scope and also did a
commendable job in performing extra tasks over and above the original project
scope.”
- Fong Kam Chee, Project Manager for Cogeneration system, Gardens By The
Bay.

“As we near completion of the Renewal Energy Corporation, Bulk Gas and ESG
Supply Project, I thought it would be appropriate to commend you and your
personnel on the general quality of workmanship and on-time delivery of the
electrical system. Specially your site supervisor Mr. Muthusamy Radha Krishnan and
his team worked long hours and weekends to ensure all was right prior to our Site
Acceptance Test. The level of service they provided during the months of changing
and additional scope is greatly appreciated. We look forward to the potential of
working with you and your team in the future.”
- Quek Chee Kian, Singapore Oxygen Air Liquide Pte Ltd,
Asst.Section Manager/REC ESS Project Manager, Equipment System Section

“Cyclect did a very commendable job in performing to the work scope
requirements. All the planned activities were completed to satisfaction within the
schedule. Our goal was to correct all identified faults for a total number of eight (8)
electrical power distribution boards. The team was very well organized and with
great team effort, executed the planned activities accordingly that exceeded our
requirements. This resulted in a shorter than expected downtime.”
- Tan Toh Yong, Ciba Vision Facilities

“As you have satisfactorily completed the servicing and rectification works for our
HT Switch gears, we would like to put in writing our appreciation to you and your
company for the good performance and timeliness of the works carried out in our
premises.”
- Steven Teo, General Manager, Gaylin International Pte Ltd

“I would like to express, on behalf of the Company as well as personally, our
congratulations for your hard work and cooperation during the 24 hours
uninterrupted shut-down job at AMK2E. Despite all sort of problems and
difficulties we were finally able to commission the UPW Loop, finally bringing this
long project to its end.”
- Dott. Ing. Giovanni Fiscarelli, Project Manager/IT Manager, Automation
Department, Meridionale Impianti

“Through the excellent planning and execution activities of Cyclect, the HCV034
Project was able to achieve its milestone commitments to the site. Cyclect also
performed additional scope activities to support the team and enabled the project
to handover a quality facility. Based on (their) outstanding performance, I will
definitely consider Cyclect for new capital projects.”
- Puri Puneet, HCV034 Project Manager, MSD GES Capital Project

